Trippys First Cartel
April 6, 2018 Sorrel Colt

Favorite Cartel SI 105
Trippys First Cartel 5940319
Trippys Royal Dash SI 92 (2002)


1st dam TRIPPYS ROYAL DASH SI 92, by First Down Dash. 2 wins to 3, $21,475. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 10 to race, 6 winners, including—


2nd dam ROYAL TRIPPY DIP SI 86, by Chicks Beduino. Winner at 2, $4,197, qualified to California Juvenile Challenge [G3]. Sister to ROYAL MIRACLE DIP SI 97. Dam of 4 foals to race, 3 ROM, including—


3rd dam TRIPPY DIP TB, by Scout Leader. 10 wins to 3, $78,169. Dam of 13 ROM—

FLORENTINE SI 108 (Dash For Cash). Champion Aged Horse, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Champion Aged Mare, Broodmare of the Year, 16 wins in 30 starts to 4, $1,123,102, Rainbow Derby [G1], Golden State Derby [G1], La Primera Del Ano Derby [G1], etc. Dam of THIS SNOW IS ROYAL SI 101 (Champion 2-Year-Old Colt, 7 wins in 11 starts to 3, $554,748 [G1]), EVENING SNOW SI 128 ($567,116, Los Alamitos Million Futurity [G1]), AVISON SI 104 ($293,667 [G1]), ACHIEVEMENT SI 98 ($41,527), This Snow Is Mine SI 92 ($32,930), Deign SI 96; granddam of GIVINITARYALEFFORT SI 102 ($430,928 [G1], TEMPTING VALOR SI 97 ($142,870), VALJEAN SI 101 ($55,144), Special Royal Corona SI 99 ($156,111 [G1]), Hitta Big Lick SI 97 ($73,830), Royal Delphinias Chic SI 101 ($59,133, 3rd Rainbow Fut. [G1]; dam of KING BRIMMERTON SI 103, $348,698 [R] [G3], Nuevo Cartel SI 101 ($30,148), Harleys Comet SI 104, Paintthisroyalwagon SI 93, Arch Enemy SI 87.

CALYX SI 117 (Dash For Cash). Champion Distance Horse, 9 wins, 2 to 5, $164,468, Marathon Inv. H. [G2], Endurance H. [G3], etc. Sire.

IVE BEEN BLESSED SI 102 (First Down Dash). Champion Distance Horse, 8 wins to 10, $94,877, Marathon H. [G1], NM Derby Challenge [G3].


STAMEN SI 114 (Dash For Cash). 16 wins to 12, $105,997, Master Salls S..

STYLIST SI 109 (Dash For Cash). 6 wins to 5, $50,427, El Ocho Setenta S.

SHILLINGS SI 84 (Dash For Cash). 4 wins to 4, $34,042, Paul Ford Memorial S., Viking Anne H. Dam of Hartford SI 101; granddam of Alley Cat Cartel SI 108.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge, Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., Ed Burke Million Fut., Golden State Million Fut., PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby

Cal-Bred; embryo transfer